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Conditions that may be attached to the
licence

21.14 One issue raised in many submissions to us is opening
hours.Currently, there are different rules applying to
different types of premises.For all gambling premises,
we have reached the conclusion that opening hours
should be determined as one of the conditions attached
to the premises’ licence.This is not something that
legislation should determine centrally. In some places,
24-hour opening may be both commercially viable and
not a nuisance or otherwise inconvenient to the local
community. In other places,commercial considerations
alone may make long hours desirable,but the location
of the premises may mean that this is not appropriate.
The local authority should decide and the conditions
should not be set in stone. If experience shows that the
premises are a nuisance late at night, the local authority
should be able to take speedy action to remedy this.
Alternatively, if the operator can demonstrate a
trouble-free track record, the local authority may want
to relax restrictions on opening,at least on a temporary
basis. The manner in which the conditions are applied
should be sufficiently flexible to achieve this.
We recommend that opening hours should be
regulated as one of the conditions of the
premises’ licence.

21.15 The local authority should have discretion to apply
other conditions as it sees fit,with the obvious caveat
that they should always be reasonable.The Gambling
Commission will set rules and guidelines about what
may be permitted within gambling premises.What
these might be are discussed in the chapters devoted
to each activity.Some of the rules will relate to the
operation of the gambling and generally will be
enforced by the Gambling Commission itself.Other
rules will be more relevant to the fabric of the
premises,and so may better be enforced by local
authorities.Where the demarcation line lies between
the two is not something on which we can be precise
in this report.

21.16 One example of an issue that will require a joint
approach is advertising.The Gambling Commission will
set guidelines about what is acceptable in terms of
content and location; the local authority will have a
view on what is appropriate on the face of the
premises;and other regulators will want to consider
issues, for example,of taste and decency.Advertising is
discussed in more detail in chapter 22.

Appeals against decisions by the local
authority

21.17 We have considered what the avenue of appeal should
be against decisions made by local authorities on the
licensing of gambling premises.We have considered
whether local magistrates could have a role to play,but
having removed the licensing decision from
magistrates to try to make it more accountable,we
consider that it would be inappropriate to bring
magistrates back into the decision-making process to
hear appeals.We are anxious that the views of a local
community should properly be taken into account.

21.18 The basis of our proposals on the licensing of premises
has emerged from the Home Office proposals on
liquor licensing.Having taken that line,we have looked
at the proposals for appeals on liquor licensing
premises.We note that the White Paper on liquor
licensing said4:

Appeals should be possible where the business
concerned, the police, local residents or any other
interested party considers that the licensing authority
has acted outside its powers,unfairly or unreasonably in
granting or refusing a licence or in relation to the
conditions attached to it.The appeal process should
therefore provide an opportunity for mistakes in law to
be put right rather than for the body dealing with the
appeal to review the case from scratch and substitute
its own judgement for that of the licensing authority on
the merits.

21.19 The White Paper proposed that appeals should be to
the Crown Court.We had been minded to suggest
that gambling premises’ appeals should be dealt with in
the same way,but the Government announced on
2 May5 that it had concluded that appeals against
decisions by the local authority should be to the
magistrates’ court.As we have said,we are concerned
that the local community should have a full
opportunity to be heard and we are not persuaded
that the magistrates’ court is the best forum for this.
We have considered what alternatives there might be.

21.20 We are proposing that a Gambling Appeals Tribunal
should be created to hear appeals on personal licences.
That Tribunal could be given responsibility for hearing
premises appeals also,but there would be drawbacks to
this approach.The people appointed to hear personal
licence appeals would not necessarily be qualified to
determine issues relating to premises and the Tribunal
would have to expand to bring in different expertise.
Perhaps more crucially, the process would be further
removed from local interests than we would like.We
have rejected this option,principally on the grounds
that any appeal should be heard more locally.

4-Home Office (2000)  5-Home Office (2001)
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21.21 We are attracted to a proposal that premises’ appeals
might be dealt with in the same way as appeals against
planning decisions.Similar considerations apply,with
the addition of some gambling-specific requirements,
and the personnel involved are familiar with handling
the types of issues that are likely to be raised.The main

advantage would be that the local community would
have an opportunity to be heard throughout the appeal
process.We recommend that appeals against
decisions made on the licensing of gambling
premises should be dealt with in the same way
as planning appeals.
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22.1 There are a number of issues that are common to
several,or all, gambling activities.This chapter
introduces some of them,rather than dealing with
them in each chapter relating to the specific activity. It
discusses membership, the 24-hour rule,age limits,
advertising,credit and action to prevent money
laundering. It also summarises the mix of activities,
including the provision of alcohol, that may be
permitted in gambling premises.

Membership and the 24-hour rule
22.2 During its oral evidence, the BCA confirmed that the

majority of its members wanted to retain a
membership scheme.The BCA argued that it helps
customers who want to self-bar, aids protection
against under-age play,provides information to combat
money laundering and brings the other marketing
benefits of a membership scheme.The BCA also took
the view that membership had to have a statutory
basis to comply with money laundering regulations.We
do not accept that the regulations need underpinning
with a statutory membership requirement,but we
understand why casinos might be more comfortable
using the membership system as a means of
discharging their money laundering responsibilities.
We are also aware from their evidence to us that the
police service is concerned that guests in casinos may
be a source of money laundering.The fact that guests
may be signed in by members without having to
produce adequate proof of identity means that this
leaves a significant loophole.We discuss that in more
detail in paragraph 22.7 and in chapter 24,where we
recommend that there should be a requirement to
positively identify customers entering casinos.

22.3 The BCA wanted membership to be easier and
quicker to obtain. It also argued that the 24-hour rule
is unnecessary.We were told that visitors to London,
in particular, find the 24-hour rule very restricting and
means that opportunities are lost.The BCA wants instant
membership/admittance on positive proof of identity.

22.4 The Bingo Association suggested that membership was
part of the social activity of bingo.Retaining
membership also enables operators to control entry
and enforce age limits.However, the Association did
not want to retain the 24-hour rule.

22.5 We agree that the 24-hour rule serves no useful
regulatory purpose. It was originally intended as a
cooling-off period (of 48 hours until 1996) to allow
gamblers to reflect on their intention to gamble.We

believe that,having taken the decision to gamble,an
adult need not be delayed further by an impediment of
this kind.We recommend that the 24-hour rule
should be abolished.

22.6 We fully accept that there are benefits to a
membership scheme,but that does not mean that it
has to be a statutory one.Other clubs, such as fitness
clubs,often operate on a membership basis that allows
them to exclude undesirable individuals,control the
access to their property and market their product to
an interested audience.Abolishing the statutory
requirement would not preclude gambling businesses
from operating as members’ clubs if they so wish: this
should be a commercial matter.

22.7 For casinos, the statutory requirement should be to
comply with money laundering rules,which would
mean that positive proof of identity is required and
proper records are maintained of all visitors and
transactions.This would resolve the current problem
of guests being signed in and not properly identified.
No one should be able to play unless he can produce
adequate proof of identity.We have not been provided
with evidence to suggest that systematic controls of
this kind are necessary in establishments that offer
only bingo and/or betting,although unusual or large
transactions,of course, should be reported.We discuss
the positive identification of customers in more detail
in chapter 24.We recommend that the statutory
membership requirement for casinos and
bingo clubs should be abolished,but there
should be a statutory requirement on casinos
to require positive identification of all those
who enter the casino.

Age

Age of participants

22.8 We have set out in chapter 17 some of the evidence
we have considered which suggests that there are
particular risks arising from gambling by young people.
The results of several studies suggest that adult
problem gamblers have a high propensity to have
started gambling in childhood or adolescence.One
possible response to such evidence would be to
prevent all gambling by under 18s.Certainly, if it were
the position in the UK (as it is in so many other
countries) that under 18s (or under 21s) could not
gamble,we would not be suggesting that the policy
should be relaxed.We would be recommending that
much more research was necessary before any

chapter twenty two
Gambling Activities:Common Issues
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consideration should be given to allowing young
people access to gambling products.But that is not our
starting point.

22.9 One of the questions we asked people submitting
evidence to us to address was “if a single age limit is
appropriate,what should it be?”About half of those who
submitted evidence replied to this question.Of those,
56% thought that the minimum age for all gambling
should be 18,4% thought that it should be 16,1%
thought that it should be 21,and 38% thought that it
should vary according to the activity.The latter group
encompassed a range of views. It included those who
thought children should be able to play in seaside
arcades, those who believed that the age of 16 was
right for lotteries but not other activities,and a small
number of respondents who thought that a higher
minimum age of 21 was desirable for casino gambling only.

22.10 It is interesting that, in general terms, the industry
agree that gambling is not an activity in which under
18s should engage.There are exceptions.The gaming
machine industry wants children to be allowed to play
on (what it describes as) trivial machines,but
otherwise it accepts that only over 18s should play.We
discuss that in chapter 23.The Lotteries Commission
argue that buying a lottery ticket is soft gambling and
that it would be wrong to take away the ability of 16
and 17 year olds to buy tickets.Littlewoods and the
Pools Promoter’s Association were both content with
the age of 16 for football pools,but agreed that if a
single minimum age were thought appropriate it
should be 18,provided that it applied also to the
National Lottery.Significantly, in its submission to us
Camelot said that it would be content with a minimum

age of eighteen for the National Lottery because it
would aid enforcement.

22.11 We are persuaded by the weight of evidence that
children and young people are especially vulnerable to
the risks of becoming problem gamblers.With two
limited exceptions,we recommend that there
should be a minimum age of 18 for all gambling.
The first exception is that the age for buying lottery
tickets should not be increased from 16 unless the
minimum age for purchasing National Lottery tickets
and scatchcards is increased to 18 as well (we discuss
this in chapter 28).This caveat is necessary because we
are excluded from making recommendations on the
National Lottery.Second,we have accepted that until
there is more research on the subject it would difficult
to justify preventing children playing on all “coin-
in/coin-out” gaming machines.We have suggested in
chapter 23 that they should not be excluded from low
stake/low prize machines,but that otherwise under
18s should be banned from playing gaming machines.
One effect of our proposal would be that the
minimum age for entering pool competitions would
increase from 16 to 18.

Age of workers in the gambling industry

22.12 There is some variety in the minimum age
requirements for those employed in gambling.These
inconsistencies,and the differences in age between
participants and workers, is not something that has
been highlighted in submissions to us.On that basis we
could conclude that there is no pressing need to alter
the status quo.Figure 22i sets out some examples of
the current age retrictions.

Figure 22.i: Minimum  age for employees or licensing
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22.13 There are other activities that appear to have no
statutory age limits.These include obtaining a
certificate to sell, supply or maintain gaming machines;
obtaining a permit to operate an amusement arcade;
registering as a pool promoter;and operating a
totalisator on a dog track.

22.14 We have considered whether these differences matter.
We hope that one benefit of our recommendations on
the minimum age for gambling will be to make the law
clearer and easier to enforce.We cannot see that
there is a logical argument for saying that the age of the
people who are employed in the gambling industry
must be higher than that of their patrons. If such
differences were to be preserved, it seems likely that
they would at some point be challenged on grounds of
age discrimination.Arguably,a fit and proper test (of
the type described in chapter 19) is a much better
measure than age of an employee’s suitability,but that
will not cover everyone.

22.15 We have concluded earlier in this chapter that under
18s are not sufficiently mature to take part in gambling.
It is logical to conclude further that under 18s should
not be exposed to gambling as workers.Adopting 18 as
a universal minimum age would have little practical
effect on the examples we have given above.The
exception is lotteries.Here the minimum age to sell
tickets is 16 - presumably because the minimum age to
buy is 16. It has been suggested to us that 16 should
remain the minimum age for selling lottery chances,
because many younger teenagers work in
supermarkets and small shops where the tickets are
sold.We are not unsympathetic to that.

22.16 We do not see the need to retain 21 as the minimum
age for some forms of employment in gambling. We
recommend that the minimum age for working
in a gambling establishment or otherwise being
approved to work in the gambling industry
should be 18,with the exception that lottery
chances may be sold by 16 and 17 year olds.

Advertising
22.17 In the past, the advertising of gambling products has

been tightly restricted as part of the overall desire not
to stimulate demand. In recent years, there has been
some relaxation.Figure 22.ii sets out the current
position.

22.18 The Advertising Standards Authority’s code includes
rules on betting and gaming.The ASA told us that they
had received no complaints about gambling advertising
since the restrictions were lifted.1The ASA took the
view that provided there were adequate controls on
gambling activities,any advertising could effectively be
regulated by the advertising industry’s system of self-
regulation.The fundamental principle of the ASA’s
code is well-known – “All advertisements should be
legal,decent,honest and truthful”.The ASA also has
specific rules relating to betting and gaming.These are:

• the gaming industry and the advertising business accept
responsibility for ensuring that advertisements contain
nothing that is likely to lead people to adopt styles of
gambling that are unwise

• advertisements and promotions should be 
socially responsible and should not encourage 
excessive gambling

• care should be taken not to exploit the young, the
immature or those who are mentally or socially
vulnerable

• advertisements should not be directed at people under
18 through the selection of media, style of presentation,
content or context in which they appear.No medium
should be used to advertise betting and gaming if more
than 25% of its audience is under 18 years of age

• people shown gambling should not be,nor should they
look,under 25.

1-Advertising Standards Authority (2000)
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22.19 The Independent Television Commission has a Code of
Advertising Standards and Practice (as does the Radio
Authority).That prohibits the advertising of betting
and gaming,except football pools,bingo, the National
Lottery and lotteries permitted under the Lotteries
and Amusements Act 19762.The Code reflects the
current legal position,but in addition prevents
telephone, internet and interactive-based credit
betting services from advertising.Such services are not
explicitly covered in legislation,but the ITC’s position
reflects Home Office policy that broadcasts should
not stimulate demand for gambling.The ITC pointed
out to us that there is an anomaly with teletext
services,which do carry advertisements for credit
betting services,because in 1980 the Home Office
took the view that teletext differs from the main
broadcasting services because it is a service that is
under much more control by individual viewers.

22.20 The ITC advised us that its current prohibition on
advertising interactive betting services is likely to be
challenged. It pointed out that if the advertising of all
gambling is to be prohibited, that ban should be explicit
in legislation and not left to individual media regulators
to implement.

22.21 The ITC also drew attention to the uncomfortable
relationship between banning advertising and
permitting sponsorship. It rightly pointed out that
“viewers view sponsorship credits,which are allowed
to include an explanation of their business,as part of
television’s “commercial clutter””.We note that,as
well as the sponsorship of programmes, the names of
gambling operators are often emblazoned on the
screen as sponsors of individual races.We share the
ITC’s view that allowing sponsorship and prohibiting
advertising is “a distinction without a difference”.

Figure 22.ii: Advertising restrictions

2-Independent Television Commission (2000)
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22.22 The National Lottery,of course, is the most widely
advertised gambling product. In addition to the
industry codes of practice,advertising of the National
Lottery is governed by the National Lottery
Advertising Code of Practice.This includes specific
provisions relating to the prohibition of advertising
aimed at or likely to appeal to,under 16s.

22.23 The preceding paragraphs set out some of the
confusion that surrounds the advertising of gambling
products.The boundaries of the current restrictions
are being increasingly tested by the introduction of the
internet and interactive services through television. It
is important that the law should be clear about what is
and is not permitted,and that it should be consistent
across gambling sectors.

22.24 We share the ASA’s view that if the underlying activity
is properly regulated, there should be no objection in
principle to the product being advertised.There are
particular considerations that should apply to
gambling.Some of these are touched on in the various
codes that currently control advertising, such as not
directly advertising at children,restrictions on the
times adverts are broadcast and not encouraging
excessive gambling.We believe that the Gambling
Commission will have a role to play in bringing these
issues together in an advertising code of practice for
the gambling industry.

We recommend that advertising of gambling
products and premises should be permitted,
subject to an advertising code of practice to be
issued by the Gambling Commission.Breach of
the code may be subject to enforcement action
by the Commission up to and including the
revocation of a licence.

22.25 Perhaps most importantly,advertising of gambling should
not exaggerate or otherwise misrepresent the chance of
winning.We have seen in our visits abroad some of the
“health warnings” that are attached to gambling
advertisements,or made available in premises.In
Holland,punters are warned “Life is a gamble,but don’t
gamble with your life”.Australia tells punters “ Gambling
can be addictive”,“Excessive gambling can lead to the
loss of your home and other assets”.What the impact of
such slogans may be and how effective they are is not
something we are competent to judge,but clearly some
other jurisdictions feel that their use is justified.
Government health warnings in this country tend to be
restricted to tobacco products.We recommend that
the Gambling Commission should monitor the
impact of relaxing the restrictions on advertising
and,if it seems appropriate in the light of that
monitoring,it should have the power to require a
warning of the kind mentioned above to be
displayed on advertisements.

Credit
22.26 In discussing the provision of credit it is helpful to

distinguish between credit provided by the supplier of
the gambling service and credit provided by a third
party.The current position is that,broadly, credit of
the first type may be used for betting (in limited cases)
but not for gaming.There are also some restrictions
on the use of the second type of credit for either
betting or gaming.

22.27 Bookmakers can provide credit to punters who deal
with them by telephone or on-line.Whether they do
so and the amount of credit they advance are matters
of commercial judgement.They may not provide credit
on their own account in betting shops.Spread betting
can also be conducted on credit.Spread-betting debts
are enforceable.We would not want to remove these
credit facilities,of which we have heard nothing to
concern us,but equally we would not want to see the
ability of operators to offer credit to be extended to
any other types of gambling.

22.28 The provision of credit by a casino operator is
forbidden under the Gaming Act 1968.Payments for
chips must be by cash,cheque or debit card.Cheques
can also be exchanged for cash (without any discount).
Cheques must not be post-dated and must be
presented for payment within two banking days.Under
current regulations,gaming machines must be
operated only by coins or tokens.

22.29 There is nothing, in law, to stop punters from
obtaining credit from third parties with which to
gamble.Cheques used to pay for betting or gaming
may be using overdraft facilities provided by banks.
(We understand that debts to banks arising from
gambling are enforceable.) Similarly,punters can use
credit cards to withdraw cash from Automated Teller
Machines (ATMs).

22.30 Credit cards can be used to finance internet gambling
and betting through interactive television.The normal
process is that funds are transferred from the credit
card account to the punter’s balance with the
bookmaker or on-line casino.Credit cards cannot be
used directly in casinos,arcades or betting shops,but
we have noticed that ATMs are increasingly being
installed in arcades.ATMs that accept only debit cards
are currently installed in bingo clubs,and we
understand that the Gaming Board has been in
discussion with the British Casino Association and has
agreed guidelines about the installation of such
machines in casinos.

22.31 The British Casino Association suggested that credit
cards should be acceptable in casinos. It argued that it
is inconsistent to allow a player to gamble with funds
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available to him from his bank but not with the funds
available on his credit card. In addition,a credit card
transaction will be rejected if the credit limit has been
reached,whereas a casino has no immediate means of
checking a player’s credit-worthiness with his bank if
he is paying by cheque for a sum beyond the guarantee
card limit.The BCA did not want any changes to the
existing rules on the provision of credit by operators
or on payment by cheque.Neither BOLA nor BBOA
requested any change to current regulations on the
use of credit.

22.32 There seem to be two reasons for the current limits
on the use of credit.The first relates to the need to
discourage criminal involvement.The Rothschild
Commission stated that before the 1968 Act the
granting of credit had been associated in some cases
with dangerous abuses.“Since gaming debts are
irrecoverable at law,resort was sometimes had to
private means of recovering them.” The second relates
to protection of the vulnerable.The provision of credit
makes it more likely that some punters will gamble to
the point of harm.

22.33 Since we are proposing (in chapter 26) that gambling
debts be enforceable it may be said that the criminality
argument is weakened.Violence or the threat of it is an
alternative to the courts as a means of seeking
payment of all kinds of debts,but there is no reason to
suggest that properly regulated gambling will be
particularly prone to it.

22.34 On balance we believe that the arguments favour
permitting the use of credit cards as a means of paying
for gambling.Many people rely on using their credit
card for most purchases and we find it difficult to
argue that, say,using them to purchase chips in casinos
is something that should be prohibited.We note that
credit cards can generally be used in casinos abroad
and they are the natural currency for on-line
transactions.

22.35 As we discuss more fully in chapter 23,we are
concerned that gaming machines present special
opportunities for fast and repetitive play:adding credit
cards directly to that mix would add further to the
risk.With that in mind,we do not believe that credit or
debit cards should be approved for direct payment on
gaming machines.With the exception of direct
use in gaming machines,we recommend that
credit cards should be permitted for gambling.

Automated Teller Machines

22.36 We have mentioned that ATMs are increasingly being
installed in gambling areas.This does concern us,
because the ready availability of machines may
encourage players to draw out more than they initially

intended.We have noted recent press reports that
ATMs are being withdrawn from the gaming floor in
some other countries to ensure that players have to
break from gambling to obtain more funds.We should
learn from the experiences elsewhere that have
caused such a change of policy.We recommend that
the location of ATMs should be required to be
such that players have to take a break from
gambling to obtain more funds.The Gambling
Commission should issue guidelines setting out
the restrictions on where ATMs may be situated.

Money Laundering Regulations
22.37 Money laundering as currently defined in the draft EU

2nd Directive on Prevention of the Use of the Financial
System for the Purpose of Money Laundering is:

• the conversion or transfer of property,knowing that
such property is derived from criminal activity or from
an act of participation in such activity, for the purpose of
concealing or disguising the illicit origin of the property
or assisting any person who is involved in the
commission of such activity to evade the legal
consequences of his action

• the concealment or disguise of the true nature, source,
location,disposition,movement, rights with respect to,or
ownership of property,knowing that such property is
derived from criminal activity or from an act of
participation in such activity

• the acquisition,possession or use of property,knowing,
at the time of receipt, that such property was derived
from criminal activity or from an act of participation in
such activity

• participation in,association to commit,attempts to
commit and aiding,abetting, facilitating and counselling
the commission of any of the actions mentioned in the
foregoing paragraphs.

22.38 The draft 2nd EU Directive will amend a Directive
which came into force in 1991.That imposed obligations
on credit and financial institutions,and the 2nd
Directive will extend those obligations to a range of
other activities and professions including casinos. In the
UK,provisions relating to casinos will be given effect in
revisions to the Money Laundering Regulations.

22.39 Although the Directive has not as yet been finally
concluded, it seems likely that the Regulations will
require casinos to identify all customers at the point of
entry (or identify those who purchase,exchange or
sell gaming chips above a certain value),monitor
transactions,maintain records, train staff to spot
money laundering,and have procedures in place to
report suspicious transactions.Our recommendation
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that casinos should require positive identification of
customers is likely to be sufficient to comply with the
entry requirements under these Regulations.

22.40 The EU Directive does not extend to betting.This is
perhaps because other EU members do not have a
betting industry of the same kind or scale as the UK.
There may not be a perceived problem at EU level,but
that does not mean that the UK cannot go further in
domestic legislation if there is evidence to suggest that
this should be done.The Jockey Club recommended to
us that “betting organisations should be required to
adopt money laundering compliance regulations”. The
National Criminal Intelligence Service told us that
there was intelligence to suggest that betting was a
medium for money laundering,both on and off-course.

22.41 We are satisfied that there is evidence of money
laundering in betting and that the mischief is sufficient
to recommend that,at least, there should be a
statutory requirement to report suspicious
transactions.The obligations placed on bookmakers
could not reasonably be the same as those on casinos.
For example,a requirement to positively identify all

customers would simply be impractical on a
racecourse or in a betting shop and such an obligation
would be out of proportion to the problem.But, for
example, there could reasonably be an obligation to
positively identify punters who place individual (or
cumulative over a short period) bets above a specified
limit.We recommend that money laundering
compliance measures should be extended to
betting.We suggest that this could most conveniently
be done in the revised Money Laundering Regulations
to be introduced to implement the 2nd EU Directive. If
such measures were separately included in gambling
legislation, there is a danger that they would not keep
pace with relevant changes to subsequent regulations.

22.42 We have received no evidence to suggest that anti-
money laundering measures should be introduced for
other gambling activities or premises.

Mix of activities in gambling premises 
22.43 Many of the submissions made to us suggested that there

should be a hierarchical approach to licensing.Amongst
those who promoted this view,it was generally accepted
that casinos sat at the top of the pyramid,but below that

Figure 22.iii: Summary of recommended permitted activities by premises
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level it was hard to say how the other activities fitted
together.We considered whether a hierarchy could be
established,but it became clear that such an approach could
not be sustained.In our recommendations we have sought
to remove some of the inconsistencies that do exist,but we
have concluded that below the level of casinos gambling
activities should not be further mixed than they already are.

22.45 Key points to note are:

• the toughest regulatory regime and the widest
range of activities will apply to casinos.Bingo and
betting will be new options

• with one minor exception (casino gaming floor),we
are not proposing that the mix of alcohol and
gambling should be more readily available

• under 18s will have access to only one type of
gambling (excluding lotteries).

22.46 Casinos will be subject to the toughest regulation and
will have strict admission controls. In that environment,
we are relaxed about mixing gambling activities,even
though this may tempt some punters to try a different
activity that they might otherwise not come into
contact with.Punters will have made a specific decision
to attend a place where there are table games and
perhaps casino slot machines.Allowing bingo and
betting under the same roof will add to the diversity in
this controlled environment,but will not have other
implications for, say the level of regulation or the
availability of alcohol.Our recommendation to allow
entertainment is consistent with casinos being able to
offer a more rounded social environment.

22.47 We set out in chapter 20 our view that new casinos
should have a minimum gaming floor dedicated to
table games of 2,000 square feet.Table games must
always be offered in casinos.An operator could not, for
example, seek a casino licence and then offer only
betting,but with alcohol and entertainment.We also
want to avoid creating casinos that can offer only,or
predominantly,gaming machines.To ensure that this
does not occur we recommend that the
maximum number of gaming machines in a
casino is determined by the number of gaming
tables that are available for play.We suggest
that the maximum should be determined by a
ratio of eight machines to each table,but that
where the number of tables exceeds eighty
there should be no maximum on the number of
gaming machines.We consider that once a casino is
so large that it can contain eighty tables and 640
machines, the focus of the gambling activities would
not noticeably be affected by adding more machines.

22.48 We should make it clear that a casino operator need
not offer anything other than table games.Other
activities are options,and he would need to
demonstrate that he was competent to offer each of
the additional activities he chose to apply for.

22.49 Having determined that a mix of activities should be
permitted in casinos,we then considered whether bingo
halls should be able to offer betting.The current
premises-based approach to regulation has produced
some fairly clear distinctions between different types of
gambling venue.Casinos,betting shops and bingo halls
differ from each other physically and in terms of what
they provide.They also tend to attract different
clienteles and to have different social atmospheres.(This
was particularly the case when betting shops were
required to be stark and uninviting.) It has been
proposed to us that the regulations that produce these
differences are unnecessary and that the mixture of
gambling activities provided should be a matter of social
judgement.The result might still be that we would have
some premises largely devoted to bingo,for example,
and others devoted to betting but that would be for the
market to decide.A similar argument has led to the
proposal that betting should be permitted in pubs.

22.50 We recognise the force of these arguments and do not
lightly interfere with commercial judgements.
However,as we describe in chapter 3, two related
principles cause us to propose a system that is close to
the present one.The first is that we do not wish to
increase the availability of ambient gambling.As far as
possible,gambling should only be available at places
dedicated to it.Second,we wish to limit the extent to
which gambling can be combined with the
consumption of alcohol.Both principles lead us to
reject the proposal that betting be permitted in pubs.
The second principle leads us to reject the proposals
that alcohol be provided in betting shops and that
betting be allowed in bingo halls.

Alcohol in betting shops and betting in pubs

22.51 The bookmaking associations told us that they did not
want to introduce alcohol to betting shops,but said
that if we were minded to allow betting in pubs they
would want to be allowed to serve alcohol so that
they could compete.The racing fraternity asked for
betting to be allowed in pubs,because they saw it as a
way of increasing income for their sport.The Brewers
and Licensed Retail Association did not support
betting in pubs in its first submission to us,but later
suggested that it should be an option in the future.To
support its proposal that there should be betting in
pubs (and other places) the British Horseracing Board
commissioned a survey of people’s attitudes to
betting in pubs.3

3-Charles River Associates (2001)
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22.52 Of course,betting and alcohol do already mix in some
circumstances.The following arguments have been put
to us.

• It is possible to bet and drink at a racecourse.We
accept that betting and alcohol do mix at
racecourses.These are sporting and social events,
at which betting occurs,but betting is not the only
or main draw.There are only 59 racecourses and
racing takes place at each of them on only a few
days a year.That does not compare to a constant
presence of 8,700 betting shops and 78,000 pubs
and bars.We accept that racing and drinking mix
more often at greyhound tracks,but again this is
very different from betting in a pub.

• It is possible to use a bookies’ runner at a pub.We note
that using a bookies runner is illegal and this does
not necessarily reflect a demand that should be
satisfied.

• It is possible to go next door from the pub to the
bookmakers (bookmakers and pubs are historically
sited conveniently close to one another).The fact that
pubs and betting shops are located near each other
does not itself make the activities compatible.Our

view is that gambling should generally take place in
premises in which it is the principal purpose.

• It is possible to make a bet in a pub using a mobile
phone.There is nothing unique about using a mobile
phone in a pub: telephone bets can be made on the
train, in the office or any number of places and there
can be no serious argument that betting should be
legally permitted in those places as a result.

22.53 Research into problem gambling indicates that people
may gamble more than they intended and take more
risks when they mix alcohol and gambling.Research
also indicates that increased accessibility to gambling
increases both the number of gamblers and the
number of problem gamblers.Consistent with our
wish to proceed cautiously, the further mixing of
betting (or any other gambling) and alcohol is not
something that we could recommend.

22.54 Allowing betting in pubs would also have considerable
implications for the regulation of betting and the
resources required to police it.We have not found it
necessary to explore those consequences given our
more fundamental objection to such a change.
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23.1 We have found the issue of gaming machines to be one
of the most difficult we have tackled. In the first place
the complex nature of the current regime has resulted
in a number of different types of machines being sited in
many different types of location under different degrees
of regulatory control (or none).The current system is
incoherent and full of anomalies. In addition, the policy
issues – concerning both children and adults – have
provoked a range of responses among our members
and those who have submitted evidence to us.

23.2. Chapter 6 sets out the facts about gaming machines.
There are at present about 250,000 legally sited
gaming machines in Great Britain.

23.3 The regime governing gaming machines is both more
and less restrictive than that typically applying in other
developed countries. It is more restrictive in that
permitted machines are limited to three specified
types – up to £1,000 jackpot,£15 all-cash and £5
cash/£8 token – and there is no provision for the
unlimited prize “casino slots” which are widely
available in casinos overseas. It is less restrictive in that:

• machines are allowed in many places not specifically
licensed as gambling premises and 

• children (under 18s) are allowed access to £5
cash/£8 token machines,and even to jackpot
machines in certain circumstances.

23.4 Of the large number of premises in which gaming
machines are situated,only two - casinos and bingo
clubs - currently come under the jurisdiction of the
Gaming Board.The Board has no right to inspect the
great majority of machines,which are sited elsewhere.

23.5 Some overseas legislators have decided to limit
machines to a relatively small number of clearly
identified (and highly advertised) licensed areas. In
Great Britain, the policy has been to avoid stimulating
demand and to prevent excessive gambling by
imposing controls on the numbers of, and stakes and
prizes for,machines in particular locations. It is
arguable that this objective has been defeated in view
of the sheer number of locations with machines.

23.6 The maximum limits originally set by the 1968 Act for
what is now the £5 cash/£8 token machine were the
pre-decimalised equivalents of a 5p stake,a 10p cash
prize and a 25p token prize.To convert these 1968
values into today’s terms we have to multiply them by a
factor between 10 and 11.That demonstrates to us
that the maximum cash and token prizes have risen

well ahead of general inflation, though the maximum
level of the stake (30p) has fallen behind.

23.7 We have also received evidence relating to illegally
sited machines.The Gaming Board has no powers to
deal with these and the police have other priorities.
This is unsatisfactory and it undermines the integrity of
the regulatory structure.We have recommended in
chapter 33 that the Gambling Commission should have
powers of entry and confiscation to tackle the problem
of illegal machines,and should be able to call on the
police for assistance to prevent a breach of the peace.

23.8 Our consideration of the social and psychological
aspects of gambling on gaming machines has been
hampered by the lack of research in Great Britain.With
the exception of Dr Sue Fisher’s casino study, the
varieties of problem gambling in the UK have barely
been studied.Other studies of problem gambling from
the US and Australia do not translate well into the UK
context,as the regulatory framework is different and
many problem gamblers use types of machines which
are not available in the UK.However,we have
considered whether there are lessons we should learn
from, for example, the proliferation of machines in
Australia and from the Atlantic City experience. In doing
so,we were particularly aware that gaming machines
have characteristics which make them likely to
encourage addictive behaviour, such as event frequency,
reward/reinforcement etc.GamCare told us that 50% of
the calls to their helpline concern gaming machines.

Ambient gambling
23.9 We have adopted the term “ambient gambling” to mean

gambling which is incidental to another,non-gambling
activity. In relation to gaming machines,we are
concerned at the ability to locate machines in places like
cafés and taxicab offices.The lack of supervision and
ready accessibility of these machines is particularly
worrying in relation to children.We asked the ONS to
test public opinion on whether gaming machines should
be placed in locations of this kind1.Of the 1622 people
interviewed,66% thought that there should be fewer or
no machines in places like this.Local authorities
currently have the ability to pass a resolution effectively
banning gaming machines from non-arcade premises,
but we think we should go further and adopt a
consistent approach across Great Britain.

23.10 Machines in,what are currently,unregulated
environments such as cafés are not easy to supervise.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that a significant

chapter twenty three
Gaming Machines

1-Office of National Statistics (2001)
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proportion of such machines are illegal,because they
are unlicensed or because they are the wrong
machines (all-cash or jackpot).The Gaming Board has
no powers to enter premises and investigate
complaints.As well as the regulatory problems, the
reputation of legitimate operators is also damaged as
many complaints relate to illegal operators.

23.11 One of the principles we have established is that
gambling should generally take place in gambling-
specific premises.We see no benefit in making an
exception for premises to which children have free
access. In addition,banning machines from such
premises would make enforcement action very much
easier,as breaches of the law would be more readily
detectable.By their nature,we do not know how many
unlicensed machines there are. In its report “Revenue
from Gambling duties”2, the National Audit Office
noted the main risks to revenue on licence duty:

Traders may underpay the amount of amusement machine
duty by, for example:

• only licensing some of their machines.On an
unannounced visit to a trader officers found that only
two out of three amusement machines had a licence.
Other sites owned by the same trader were also visited
and the same situation was found.The department
collected £275,000 in licence duty, including £92,000
in penalties

• intermittently licensing machines,whilst continuing to
operate them.A club purchased intermittently one
month licences for each of their amusement machines
but continued to operate them for a 14 month period.
The Department collected licence duty of some £1300

• purchasing a licence for a lower band of duty than that
applicable to the machine

• operating machines without first obtaining a licence.

23.12 We do not consider that gaming machines should be
permitted in premises such as cafés and taxicab offices.
We recommend that gaming machines should
be banned from premises other than those on
which they are specifically permitted pursuant
to our other recommendations.

23.13 Under section 33 to the 1968 Act,gaming machines
are permitted at non-commercial entertainments such
as bazaars, sales of work, fetes,dinners,dances,and
sporting or athletic events.This permission is similar to
the exemption in the 1976 Lotteries and Amusements
Act relating to small lotteries at exempt
entertainments.We have concluded that small
lotteries should continue to be exempt from
regulation.However,we believe that gaming by
machine is very different in character from the paper-

based raffles that normally take place at such events. In
the light of our recommendation to ban machines in all
except specifically permitted premises and to prevent
ambient gambling,we do not consider that it is
appropriate to allow machines to be provided at
exempt entertainments.We recommend that the
provisions in section 33 of the 1968 Act that allow
machines at exempt entertainments should be
repealed and not replicated in new legislation.

Machine gaming by children
23.14 We have discussed elsewhere our approach to gambling

by children.Machine gaming by children is perhaps of
the greatest concern,because of its relatively easy
availability and the lack of supervision in some sites in
which machines are located,such as cafés.We believe
that children are a vulnerable sub-set of the community
for whom it is right to prescribe special rules in relation
to gambling, just as it is right to do so in relation, for
example,to alcohol or smoking or cinema-going.
Gaming machines are undoubtedly a form of gambling –
and one which has notably addictive characteristics.

23.15 BACTA have told us that banning under 18s from
playing arcade machines would have a devastating
effect on the seaside resort business.We have not
undertaken any independent research on the
economic effects of changing the regulations,but we
accept that any tightening of restrictions would harm
that business sector to a greater or lesser extent.

23.16 However, it is interesting to note that in one of the
other jurisdictions we have visited “family arcades” do
flourish despite a ban on the playing of “coin-in/coin-
out” machines by children.We saw a number of very
busy family arcades during a visit to Holland on a cold
February afternoon.The regulators and operators
there were clear that gaming machines were strictly
for adults, as they are in Las Vegas for example.As a
result of this,we do have some doubts about how
badly affected the UK seaside family amusement
centres would be by new restrictions that limited
children to amusement-only (non coin-out) machines.

23.17 One of the questions asked in the ONS survey related
to attitudes to children playing on fruit machines for
prize money up to five pounds.Only 3% of people
unconditionally approved of children playing on such
machines.41% approved so long as the child was
accompanied by an adult and 42% disapproved of
children playing on the machines at all.Those views
broadly echoed our own.One of our main concerns is
about unaccompanied children playing machines.We
acknowledge that the BACTA code of practice
requires that children should not be permitted in
arcades during school hours,but the code is silent on
non-school hours and,moreover,BACTA does not
cover every operator and has no enforcement powers.

2-National Audit Office (2000)
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23.18 There are a number of options for controlling access
to AWP machines by those under 18.These range from
complete prohibition at one extreme to permission to
play if accompanied by an adult at the other.We have
considered whether children should be banned
completely from arcades.Leaving aside the economic
arguments put forward by the seaside operators,we
think this would be a rather extreme solution to the
perceived mischief.Allowing children in,but forbidding
them to play the machines is another option we have
considered and rejected on the grounds that it would
be impossible to police.

23.19 We acknowledge that there is a long tradition of
children playing on such machines and the vast
majority has come to no long-term harm.For many
children,playing small stake machines is a part of the
seaside experience. In saying this,we do not seek to
diminish the research carried out by Dr Fisher about
the harm that can be caused in seaside arcades,
particularly to children who live at the coast.Dr
Fisher’s work aside, there is a woeful absence of
research and we do not feel that there is sufficient
evidence to suggest that,on balance,a complete ban
could be justified.We recommend that further
research should be commissioned to examine
the impact of machine gaming by children and
that the government should formally review
the position in five years time to determine
whether any such gaming by under 18s should
continue to be permitted,or whether Great
Britain should come into line with other
jurisdictions and ban it.

23.20 Should children playing machines be accompanied by
an adult? This was clearly an option preferred by a
large number of those to whom ONS spoke during
our survey. It is an option we would favour,but we have
to acknowledge that there are practical difficulties in
enforcing it. It would be necessary to define
“accompanied”: is it enough to be in the same arcade
as the child,or to be in the same general area,or would
the adult have to be in close proximity at all times?
Could one adult accompany, for example,a group of
children on a school trip? Would it be acceptable for an
under 18 to be accompanied by an over-18 friend? We
believe that considerations of this kind militate against
what on the face of it appears to be a simple solution
to a difficult problem.When they came to give oral
evidence to us,BALPPA expressed concern at the
control problems that such a requirement might place
on operators.They pointed out that most younger
children are already accompanied by parents or
grandparents;and that parents would be reluctant to
supervise older children and would be annoyed if
expected to do so.We accept that the practical
problems of requiring children to be accompanied rule
out this proposal.

23.21 Although we have concluded that children should be at
liberty to enter,what we have termed, family
entertainment centres,we remain uneasy about
encouraging children to gamble.Most will come to no
harm,but some will.The ONS survey reveals that a
significant minority (42%) of those people interviewed
do not believe that children should play on fruit
machines.A majority of those who commented on this
issue in submissions to us (56.5%) believed that the
minimum age for all gambling should be 18.

23.22 BACTA and others suggested to us that low stake/low
prize machines should not be regarded as gambling.
We reject that argument.The stake and prize may
affect the degree of financial harm caused to the player,
but the game is the same as gambling for bigger stakes
and prizes,and for some children it will be addictive.

23.23 If we were creating the regulations for the first time,
we would certainly recommend that no gaming
machines should be played by under 18s.But starting
from where we are now,and with the imperfect
evidence that is available to us,we believe that our role
must be to make recommendations that will limit the
damage such machines cause.We have noted in
paragraph 23.6 that prize limits have far exceeded
inflation since 1968 and we believe that tide must now
be stemmed for machines accessible to children.We
accept that low stake/low prize machines to which
children may have access are here to stay (at least in
the short term pending the research we have
recommended should be commissioned),but low
stake/low prize is exactly what they must be.We have
been advised that a large majority of family amusement
centres offer machines with a 5p or 10p stake only.
Higher stake machines are less popular with children
and tend to be confined to adult-only restricted areas.
The predominance of machines with stakes of 10p or
less has been confirmed by our own observations as
we visited arcades around the country.

23.24 When GamCare gave oral evidence to us,Paul
Bellringer told us that even small stakes could get
people into trouble and if a stake resulted in only a five
second spin of the wheel a child could get through a
fair amount of money in a short time.He noted that
for a machine to be classed as trivial, the stake should
be trivial. For most children, thirty pence could not be
regarded as trivial.He explained:

The reason for limiting the stake is a significant factor
where children are involved as it bears directly on the
amount of money they can lose.The reel on a machine
spins for five seconds. If a further five seconds is allowed
for pressing feature buttons and entering more money it
is very possible to play five or six games a minute.On
this basis the potential loss with a 10p stake is 60p per
minute or £3 in five minutes.With a 30p stake,however,

3-Betting Office Licensees Association Limited (2000)
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the potential loss is £1.80 for one minute and £9 in five
minutes.An important difference when put alongside
disposable income.

23.25 When BALPPA gave evidence to us,we asked what
impact reducing the stake in unrestricted areas would
have.As a result BALPPA conducted a survey of its
members:27 members replied,of whom 12 used
machines with higher than a 10p stake outside the
restricted area.BALPPA calculated that the removal of
such machines would mean that aggregated profits
across the 12 businesses would be reduced by
£295,000 per year,which translated into a loss of 80
seasonal jobs.BALPPA argued that a variety of
machines in the unrestricted area was important to
attract families.We note these figures,but we have not
studied the methodology on which they are based or
otherwise attempted to verify them.We accept that
further restricting the type of machines that may be
available in unrestricted areas may affect profitability.
Nevertheless,we believe that it would be wrong to
continue to allow children access to other than low
stake/low prize machines.As we have made clear,our
preference would be that children should not have
access to any kind of gaming machines until there is
evidence to support the industry assertions that it is
not harmful.We believe that our proposal strikes the
right balance pending further research on the subject.
We recommend that “coin in/coin out
machines” in family entertainment centres
(outside any restricted area) should have a
maximum stake of ten pence.We have used the
term “low stake/low prize” to describe the machines
that may be played by children.

23.26 As far as the prize level is concerned, it has been
suggested to us that token prizes entice further play. In
particular, that should be discouraged on machines to
which children have access.We recommend that
low stake/ low prize machines should be limited
to cash prizes only.

23.27 The cash prize of £5 greatly outstrips the level
anticipated when these machines were first regulated in
1968.We do not recommend that the prize limit
on low stake/low prize machines should be
reduced,but we do recommend that it should be
frozen,together with the level of the stake,at £5
and ten pence respectively.We do not pretend that
limiting the prizes and stakes in this way would
necessarily make the machines any less addictive,but we
believe that this would be a pragmatic solution and
would limit the potential harm.Freezing the stake would
mean that, in time,these machines genuinely become
little more than amusement machines.The impact on the
market of a sudden change would be avoided and family
amusement operators,if they so wish,will have time to
introduce other attractions suitable for children.

23.28 Our proposals are not intended to affect the stakes
relevant to machines such as cranes,where a
maximum stake of ten pence would mean that such
machines were not viable.The proposals set out above
relate only to machines that give money prizes.Other
amusement machines (non coin-out), such as cranes,
do not have the same addictive tendencies as fruit
machines or “pushers”.The action to play them is
much less repetitive.We accept that machines
such as cranes should not fall in the category of
gaming machines and we recommend that the
legislation should make that clear.Without
attempting to draft the actual legislation it is difficult to
be precise about the machines we are intending to
cover in this section.The machines we intend to be
exempt from control are those which – if they give a
prize at all – only deliver a physical (non-cash,non-
token) prize.Where there is doubt about the nature of
a particular machine, the Gambling Commission
should have discretion to decide where it sits in the
framework we have outlined.

Machine gaming by adults
23.29 We know a little more about problem gambling,and

the addictive nature of machines, than did any of our
predecessors in examining and proposing gambling
legislation.But we do not know as much as perhaps we
should.That has led us to be cautious about relaxing
existing controls or imposing new ones.

Types of machine
23.30 As explained in chapter 6 there are currently three

types of gaming machine in the UK: jackpot machines;
all-cash machines;and £5 cash/£8 token machines.
We are proposing that there should be four
categories,as follows:

Casino slot machines

23.31 We do not currently have, in the UK,casino slot
machines with unlimited stakes and unlimited prizes
such as are to be found in casinos elsewhere in the
world.We have received evidence from a number of
bodies and individuals suggesting that such machines
should be permitted in the tightly regulated
environment of a casino.We have seen machines of
this kind operating successfully in other countries and
we see no barrier to introducing them into casinos
here.We consider that in the strictly regulated
environment of a casino,slot machines with
unlimited stakes and prizes should be
permitted.The legislation should make it clear
that under 18s may not play casino slot
machines.

23.32 Whether there should be controls on the maximum
numbers of such machines is something that we have
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discussed at great length.There is concern that
opening the way for unlimited numbers of machines
will give rise to a much higher level of problem
gambling than we now have (vide Australia).There is
also the view held by some people outside our group
that the playing of machines is devoid of merit,
mindless and dehumanising.We have tried to reconcile
different strands of opinion and to find a solution that
would allow the market to develop,but would be in
keeping with our wish to proceed carefully. We do not
want to go too far, too fast. As discussed in chapter 22,
we have concluded that casinos should be required to
offer a balance of gaming activities and that the
maximum number of slot machines should be
determined as a ratio to gaming tables available for
play.We have recommended that the ratio should be
eight machines for each gaming table for the first
eighty tables;and where more than 80 gaming tables
are available for play there should be no restriction on
the number of slot machines.

23.33 Issues relating to linked machines,variable staking and
multi-player machines are discussed later in this
chapter

Jackpot machines

23.34 Jackpot machines with a maximum stake of 50 pence
are currently located in casinos (maximum prize
£1000);bingo halls (maximum prize of £500);and
private clubs (maximum prize of £250). If our
recommendations are accepted,only the second of
these limits will be relevant.We have not received
evidence to suggest that there is pressure to increase
the limits in bingo halls.We believe that it would be
preferable for there to be a single prize limit for
jackpot machines, rather than a confusing mix of the
kind that currently exists.We recommend that the
maximum prize for jackpot machines should be
£500 in all premises in which they are installed.

23.35 We understand that,as part of the 2001 triennal
review of stakes and prizes,The Gaming Board has
recommended to the Home Office that the maximum
stake for jackpot machines should be increased from
50 pence to £1. It had been our view that the
maximum stake should remain at 50 pence. In the light
of the Gaming Board’s recommendation we recognise
that a higher stake could be justified in the restricted
categories of premises in which we are recommending
that jackpot machines should be located.
We recommend that the maximum stake for
jackpot machines should remain at 50 pence,
but that it should be increased to £1 when our
proposals are implemented.

23.36 Jackpot machines currently represent the highest level
of gaming machine played in the UK. We think it is right
that machines with high prize limits should only be
available in gambling specific premises to which
children do not have ready access. We have received
representations from the bookmaking industry that
jackpot machines should be permitted in betting shops.
All-cash machines (with a maximum prize of £15) have
been permitted in betting shops only since 1996. In
their evidence to us BOLA3 suggested “it is remarkable
that betting offices are not least on a par with bingo and
social clubs”. We agree:betting shops are gambling
specific premises,children are not admitted,and the
higher stakes and prizes available on jackpot machines
would be comparable with the level of gambling already
available.We recommend that betting shops
should be permitted to have jackpot machines.

23.37 It is plainly a loophole that the 1968 Act does not
explicitly prohibit children from playing jackpot
machines,wherever they are located.We recommend
that the legislation should make it clear that under 18s
may not play jackpot machines,wherever located.

23.38 We have some concern that clubs registered under
Parts II and III of the 1968 Act are allowed to have
three jackpot machines (we discuss clubs in chapter
31).Clubs are not gambling specific premises and
children may be admitted to them. Indeed, in some
clubs under 18s may be members in their own right.
Moreover, the 1968 Act does not prohibit children
from playing on jackpot machines,and there is
anecdotal evidence to suggest that they do.We are
anxious to ensure that children are not exposed to
high stake/high prize machines and our preferred
option would be to remove jackpot machines from
private clubs.We recommend that jackpot
machines should be removed from private
clubs.Such machines should be restricted to
gambling specific premises.Private clubs
should have the same entitlement to all-cash
machines as pubs and other premises licensed
for the on-sale of alcohol.

23.39 We turn to the question of numbers of jackpot
machines that may be permitted. In a deregulation
order laid by the Home Office on 26 March 2001, it
was proposed that bingo clubs should be able to have
four jackpot machines in addition to all-cash machines.
That was not approved by the Deregulation
Committee.The Committee was concerned that
children were not prohibited from entering bingo
clubs and could have access to such machines.The
position therefore remains that bingo clubs may have
four jackpot machines only,or a larger number of all-
cash machines.Betting shops may currently have two
all-cash machines. It is confusing for the maximum
permitted number of gaming machines to vary
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between premises.As with maximum prizes,we think
that it would be preferable for there to be a single limit
on the number of jackpot machines that may
permitted in a bingo hall or betting shop.Subject to
minimum space restrictions,we recommend
that no more than four jackpot machines should
be permitted in any bingo hall or betting shop.

All-cash machines

23.40 The maximum stake/prize for all-cash machines is
30p/£15.These limits were set in 1998 and are being
reviewed as we report.We understand that the
industry has suggested to the Gaming Board that the
maximum stake should be increased to 50p and the
maximum prize to £25.These would be significant
increases,but in the context of the other changes we
are recommending we do not think that they are
unreasonable – particularly in the light of our
recommendation in respect of much lower stake and
prize machines in the unrestricted areas of family
entertainment centres.We recommend that the
maximum stake for an all-cash machine should
be fifty pence and that the maximum prize
should be £25.

23.41 The reasons given by the Deregulation Committee for
not approving the Home Office Deregulation Order
allowing bingo halls to have all-cash machines in
addition to jackpot machines were that children could
have access and that no proper account had been
taken of the impact of the proposed changes on
vulnerable persons.We have fully addressed those
issues in this report and we are content that bingo
halls should be permitted to have all-cash machines in
addition to four jackpot machines.There must,
however,be some limit on the overall number of
machines that may be permitted in any premises and
we think that limit is best judged by local authorities in
the context of the licensing of individual premises.We
discuss this in more detail in chapter 21.
We recommend that subject to any limits
imposed by local authorities,bingo halls 
should be permitted to have all-cash 
machines in addition to a maximum of four
jackpot machines.

23.42 We have considered whether betting shops should also
be able to have all-cash machines in addition to jackpot
machines.It is arguable that betting is harder gambling
than bingo and so should be entitled to similar ancillary
activities and certainly it would be in line with our wish to
keep the rules as simple and as consistent as possible.But
the two activities do not start from the same position.
There are some 8,300 betting shops,as opposed to 700
plus bingo clubs.Bingo has historically operated in a club
environment.We are suggesting that need no longer be a
requirement,but it is likely that the environment will not
change significantly as a result of that recommendation.

Alcohol is served in bingo halls,but not in betting shops:
we are not recommending that this should change.Key
differences will therefore remain and while we are
content to see all-cash machines remain in bingo halls,
and sometimes in quite large numbers,we are reluctant
to see possibly large numbers of machines introduced
into betting shops.The bookmakers have not asked for
this and we do not think that such a change would be in
keeping with our desire to proceed cautiously.We
recommend that betting shops should not be
permitted to have all-cash machines in addition
to a maximum of four jackpot machines.

23.43 A number of respondents have said to us that licensing
justices around the country are inconsistent about the
number of all-cash machines they will permit in
premises with an on-licence for alcohol.This is clearly
an issue that frustrates pub licensees and brewers. In
general,we are anxious to find the right balance
between laying down standards to be applied across
Great Britain and allowing some local discretion.We
believe that this is an area in which local discretion
simply leads to unnecessary inconsistency rather than
having any sound basis in good regulatory practice.
When we met the Brewers and Licensed Retailers
Association to hear its oral evidence, the BLRA
suggested to us that pubs which wanted to offer any
gambling (including all-cash machines) should have to
apply for a gambling licence.We accept that if pubs do
want to expand their activities to offer gambling they
should be able to apply for a licence to do that in the
same way as any other operator – providing that the
nature of the outlet changes and gambling becomes
the focus of those premises.However,by themselves
all-cash machines in limited numbers are an ancillary
activity for pubs and we do not think that it is
necessary to insist that a separate licence should be
obtained for them.The checks that already exist in
relation to the granting of liquor licences are adequate
for this purpose.

23.44 We have discussed elsewhere our view that
commercial gambling should in principle be confined
to premises which are specifically licensed for gambling
and where that is their main purpose.On this principle
we have concluded in chapter 22 that betting should
not be permitted in pubs.

23.45 Strict application of the principle would lead us to
recommend banning all-cash machines from pubs,
particularly as these are more and more promoting
themselves as family-friendly venues. If we were
starting from scratch that is what we would
recommend,but we are not,and a complete ban now
would be disproportionate and harsh.

23.46 The BLRA told us that there are 77,000 machines in
pubs,with an average density of 1.28 machines per
pub.The vast majority of pubs have two machines or
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fewer.Pubs are currently allowed up to two machines
per bar.That means that, subject to the approval of the
licensing justices,a large pub with several bar areas
could have a higher number of machines.

23.47 In these circumstances we believe that the right way
forward is to impose a limit on machine numbers
rather than a ban.We recommend that up to two
machines should be permitted in premises as
an adjunct of a liquor on-licence.There should
be an exception in favour of those premises
which at the date of publication of this report
carry an entitlement to more than two
machines. In cases where premises have both a
liquor on-licence and a gambling licence,no
entitlement to machines should arise as an
adjunct of the liquor on-licence.

23.48 Another oddity of the 1968 Act is that it does not
prohibit under 18s playing all-cash machines in pubs.
The industry readily accept that children should not
play on such machines and successfully operate a
voluntary code of practice to ensure that this does not
happen.We recommend that the legislation
should be explicit that under 18s may not play
on all-cash machines,wherever they are
located,and that this restriction must be
enforced by the operator.Failure to observe
this requirement should be a ground for
revocation of,or refusal to renew,a licence.

23.49 All-cash machines are also located in the “restricted
areas” of most amusement arcades, to which under
18s are not admitted. The majority of inland arcades
voluntarily operate an over-18 rule for the whole
premises.We applaud that initiative.We would like to
see more arcades restricted to over 18s only,and we
have considered whether it would be possible to find a
definition of “inland arcade”,which would allow us to
restrict children’s activities to the seaside or leisure
parks.We sense that the industry generally would be
content with such a change,but we do not think that
legislation could be framed to cover what are
effectively inland arcades in seaside towns.We have
concluded that the operator must be free to attract
the audience that he wants to,provided that under 18s
are not given access to all-cash machines.

23.50 How successful an individual operator is at ensuring
that young people do not play these machines depends
on the level of supervision operating in the arcade and
the access controls to it and to the restricted area.As
we have travelled around the country,and abroad,we
have seen some very good and some bad examples of
supervision. In Holland, for example, some arcades
issue tickets at kiosks on entry to the restricted area
and these can be inspected at any time to ensure that
an individual has been checked on entry.We would not
suggest that any arcade in the UK should go that far,

but we are concerned that,at the other end of the
scale,CCTV supervision alone is not always sufficient
and a line of gaming machines should not be the only
physical barrier delineating the restricted area.
We recommend that the Gambling
Commission should set out guidelines for the
delineation and supervision of restricted areas
in arcades to ensure that a consistent standard
operates across the industry.Subject to
industry consultation,we suggest that by itself
CCTV should not be a sufficient control.

23.51 Some concerns have been put to us about the location
and size of amusement arcades.We do not think that it
would be right to set a national limit on the size of
arcades or the number of machines they may contain.
This must be an issue for local determination.We
discuss this more fully in chapter 21.We recommend
that local authorities should set the limit on the
number of machines that an arcade may have,in
tandem with considerations about the size of
the arcade that may be determined in the
planning process.

Low stake/low prize machines

23.52 As discussed in paragraph 23.27, low stake/low prize
machines should have a maximum stake of ten pence
and a maximum prize of £5.Such machines may be
located in family amusement arcades and played by
children.They should not be placed in any unlicensed
premises such as fish and chip shops.

23.53 Low stake machines are currently permitted at
travelling showmen’s pleasure fairs.There is no limit on
the number of machines and the only restriction is that
the machines must not be the only (or only
substantial) inducement to attend the fair and the fair
must be temporary.We have received no submissions
about this,but we have considered whether as part of
the rationalisation process,machines at such fairs
should be prohibited.We have decided against that on
the basis that if low stake/low prize machines only are
permitted, the emphasis is on entertainment rather
than gambling (though we do not pretend that these
are not gaming machines).Showmen’s fairs are
different from the exempt entertainment discussed in
paragraph 23.13,because games of chance are an
integral part of the activities that go on at such fairs
and they are of a trivial nature.“Gambling”, in the
broadest sense, is what visitors will expect to see
there and this is very different from unexpectedly
coming across a higher stake/prize gaming machine at a
charity dinner.Perhaps the principal reason for not
withdrawing this facility is that the fairs move on
regularly and do not return frequently to the same
place: the scope for hooking children (or adults) on to
repeat play is small.We recommend that
travelling showmen’s pleasure fairs should be
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permitted to have,what we have termed, low
stake/low prize machines and that the
machines should be exempt from regulation
provided that the machines should continue to
be subject to the criteria relevant to such fairs
currently contained in the 1968 Act.

Other Considerations
Increases in stakes and prizes

23.54 We recommend that the maximum stakes and
prizes for jackpot machines and all-cash AWPs
should be increased only in line with inflation,as
and when agreed with the Gambling Commission.
The amount specified for these limits should not be
set in legislation,but we do believe that the principle of
inflation-only adjustment should be enshrined in law.
The regulator should have some discretion to agree
commonsense roundings with the industry,on the
footing that if there is a rounding up in one review it
will be compensated for on a subsequent occasion.For
example, the introduction of the Euro, if that occurs,
could be the trigger for a special review by the
Gambling Commission of the limits that should apply.

Methods of playing machines

23.55 The Home Office issued a consultation paper in March
20014 which proposes modifying the Gaming Act 1968
(using the Deregulation and Contracting Out Act
1994) to change the ways in which money can be paid
into gaming machines and prizes paid out.

23.56 The proposal would:

• allow players to use bank notes and electronic
“smart cards” in gaming machines

• allow winnings to be stored in the machine’s money
bank to be used for further plays without the player
having to reinsert money into the machine

• allow machines to be set to pay out winnings in
cash (notes or coins),by printing a cheque,by
adding credit to the player's smart card,or by
means of a credit note or token redeemable by the
operator.

23.57 The proposals apply only to jackpot machines and all-
cash machines in adult environments. It is not
proposed that payment into the machine by credit or
debit card should be permitted.

23.58 If coins are used to play machines,players must take a
separate decision each time they commit a further sum
of money to play.The Home Office proposals replicate
that break in play for players who use smartcards and

banknotes.Whatever the value of the card or note they
put into the machine, they will have to make a separate
decision to play each sum of £1 or £2.

23.59 It is proposed that machines taking smart cards or
banknotes will have separate “play” and “bank” meters.
The only money committed to play at any one time
will be the money shown on the “play” meter.The rest
of the money owing to the player - including any
winnings - will appear on the “bank” meter and players
will be able to retrieve this at any time.The
consultation paper suggests that the maximum
denomination of banknote to be used should be
prescribed through a code of practice to be drawn up
between the Gaming Board and the industry.

23.60 We understand that the use of cards,notes and
cheques as against large quantities of coin will help the
industry to improve its money-handling and security
arrangements. It will also help the industry better with
a changing monetary environment in which the volume
of coin in circulation is liable to be reduced in favour of
modern electronic payment methods.

23.61 We are broadly content with the proposals circulated
by the Home Office,but we would caution against
going further than this. In particular,although we have
been relaxed about the use of credit cards for some
gambling activities, such as buying chips in casinos,
betting and in this case purchasing smart cards,we
could not support the use of credit cards or debit
cards directly in gaming machines.

23.62 We heard of developments in Australia relating to
methods of payment that have caused us some
concern in relation to these proposed changes.Some
manufacturers there have chosen not to upgrade
machines to accept notes of a lower denomination.
The machines do not give change or winnings in cash,
but give only a credit note that must be redeemed at a
booth.This has the effect of encouraging players to
play on when they might otherwise stop,rather than
go to the trouble of queuing to redeem the $3-$4
dollars they have left on the play meter.We would not
want to see a situation in the UK where, for example,
machines accepted only £20 or £50 notes and because
of the perceived difficulty of collecting change,players
were encouraged to stay on the machine until the
whole amount was exhausted.We recommend
that the proposals contained in the Home
Office consultation paper “Gaming machines:
Methods of Payment” should be implemented,
but the use of methods of payment should be
monitored by the Gambling Commission to
ensure that winnings and change can always be
easily redeemed,so as not to encourage
extended play.

4-Home Office (2001)
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Randomness

23.63 At present there is no requirement that gaming
machines should be random.No one who has
submitted evidence to us has disagreed with the
principle of randomness for casino slot machines and it
has been suggested to us that we might recommend
that such machines should be required to be random.
The main argument against randomness is that
customers do not like the machines to be so
unpredictable that there may be long gaps between
payouts.We note that customers in Las Vegas,where
machines are random,do not appear to have those
reservations and it was put to us that this was because
of the much higher prizes that are currently available
there.The introduction of unlimited stakes and prizes
here will mean that much higher prizes than we have
hitherto seen are offered: the customer will want to be
assured about the fairness of the game.We understand
that in some jurisdictions, there have been arguments
about whether random operation means that the
display of results must also be random.For example,a
random display of results would prevent the machine
being programmed to display regular “near misses”.
We recommend that casino slot machines with
unlimited stakes and prizes should be required
to be random and that the display of results
must be random.

23.64 In view of the lower prize limits on jackpot and all-cash
machines,we do not insist they should be random,but
the customer should be made aware that they are not.

Linked Machines (progressive jackpots)

23.65 Progressive slot machines linked together increase the
jackpot prize available on a single slot machine by
taking a percentage of the money paid into the slot
machine and adding it to a communal jackpot available
to a number of other machines.5We have seen linked
machines in operation during our visits overseas.Our
concern about linking machines is that this may
encourage problem gambling.We believe that people
gamble differently when the stake and prize are out of
kilter.There are big reinforcing influences at work:
small stake,regular rewards (in the form of small
paybacks), and a big prize.We also recognise that
casino slot machines will already provide bigger prizes
than we have previously experienced in this country
and that linking machines may be an important factor
in the viability of such machines.

23.66 We have received evidence from operators of smaller
casinos,who have argued that linked machines should
not be permitted because smaller casinos will be
unable to compete with larger ones.We recognise this
concern,but do not think it can be a determining factor
in our decision.Smaller casinos would,of course,be

able to link to a network of slot machines in other
casinos and so could benefit from such a development.
In fact, linking with other small operators could be the
most effective way for a small operator to compete
with a big casino,which could on its own offer very
large prizes without linking with others.

23.67 From the player’s point of view,progressive jackpots
are attractive because of the big prize on offer,but it
must be made clear to them that the chances of
winning the big prize are slim and the chances of
winning a small prize are less than on unlinked slot
machines.

23.68 In the adult-only environment of a casino,where we
are suggesting that slot machines with unlimited stakes
and unlimited prizes should be permitted, it would not
be logical to argue that the (even) higher prizes likely
to accrue on linked machines should not be permitted.
We recommend that casino slot machines only
may be linked to provide bigger prizes.

Variable staking 

23.69 We understand that variable staking can mean two
things:

• a multiple stake on a single line.On these machines
the player can increase the stake to increase the
size of the win,or in the case of linked machines,
must put in the maximum stake to qualify for the
linked prize.

• a stake on multiple-lines.On these machines the
player can play on one or more lines,and is
encouraged to play on more than one line because
of the possibility of near misses on the other lines.

23.70 We understand that there are all-cash machines in
bingo clubs in the UK that offer multiple lines.The
player can choose to play one line for 10p, two for 20p
or three for the maximum stake of 30p.There have
also been AWPs that allow multiple staking up to the
maximum of 30p,but these have not been very popular
with operators.

23.71 Multiple-staking relates to the size of the stake on a
single game (in the case of a machine a “game” means
each complete play cycle of the machine).Allowing
multiple staking is in essence no different from putting
a larger bet on a horse or more chips on a table game.
We do not believe that this is something that need
unduly concern us. In the case of all-cash and jackpot
machines, the stake will be subject to the overall limit
of 50 pence/£1 and the maximum prize of £25/£500.
Within those limits we believe that operators should
have the ability to vary the stake. In casinos,multiple
staking would be entirely consistent with the other

5-Casino International (March 2001)
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gambling on offer.We recommend that multiple
staking should be permitted on all-cash and
jackpot machines (subject to the normal
maximum stake and prize for each game) and
on casino slot machines with unlimited stakes
and prizes.

23.72 We are more concerned about multiple-line machines,
because they encourage players to bet simultaneously
on several lines.This increases the speed of play and the
repetitive nature of the game,and thus may lead to
obsessive play and encourage the player to stake more
than he might really want to.We understand that the
incitement to bet on more lines often comes from the
near misses that appear on the lines on which bets have
not been placed: in the next game the player feels that
he must also cover those lines in case the near miss
becomes a hit.On all-cash and jackpot machines, the
maximum stake for each game is limited to 50
pence/£1 and perhaps it does not matter whether the
player has one line or five lines for that price.On casino
slots,our concern would be assuaged if near misses
occurred randomly and were not manufactured to lure
players into gambling on more lines.We recommend
that multiple-line staking should be permitted
on all-cash and jackpot machines (subject to the
normal maximum stake and prize for each
game) and on casino slot machines,subject to
such machines operating on the random basis
described in paragraph 23.63.

Multi-player machines

23.73 Multi-player machines are starting to appear in this
country.These enable a number of players to play at
different terminals,but on the same machine.
Currently,gaming machines with more than one
position count against machines numbers according to
the positions.Thus a six-player pusher machine counts
as six machines.Another example of such a machine
would be electronic roulette.There is a particular
problem with these because electronic roulette games
in casinos are not gaming machines as defined in the
1968 Act and so are not currently subject to any
statutory control on numbers.We recommend
that electronic roulette and any other similar
machines should be caught by the definition of
gaming machines in new legislation,and that
the Gambling Commission should have
discretion to determine the legal status of any
new machines that may be developed.

23.74 Our central interest in multi-player machines is that if
a limit is placed on the number of gaming machines
that may be installed in particular premises, it may be
argued that a multi-player machine should count as
one machine.However,common sense must prevail
and we recommend that on multi-player
machines,each playing position should count as
a machine.

Figure 23.i: Summary of recommendations on machines
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Machine testing

23.75 The Gaming Board has suggested to us that there
should be machine testing for all machines,except low
stake/low prize machines.BACTA has accepted that
testing of casino slot machines would be justified,but
has resisted the proposal to test jackpot machines and
all-cash machines.We understand that the Gaming
Board’s concerns are principally (but not wholly)
related to a possible future world in which there might
be significantly more machines with much higher stakes
and prizes than at present.BACTA rests its argument
on the fact that there is no evidence that the current
system has failed,but this will have less force as the
emphasis shifts away from amusement towards harder
gambling as a result of the higher proposed prizes.

23.76 Some of the concerns raised by BACTA are of a
practical nature related to the present pattern of
machine replacement in Britain.We do not feel that
this is an area in which we are,or could become
expert.Our concern is that games should be fair and
that the gambling regulator should have the powers
available to ensure that they are.That may require
some machines to be tested randomly and, for others,
it may require a more systematic inspection.During
discussions with us, the BLRA (who equally did not
claim to be experts in this field) suggested that casino
slot machines should be tested routinely and jackpot
machines should be subject to random testing.
Ensuring that the games are fair must be balanced
against the need not to impede market developments
unnecessarily.We are sure that this is something to
which the gambling regulator will be sensitive.
We recommend that the Gambling
Commission should have powers of machine
testing sufficient to satisfy it that the machines

are fair and otherwise comply with regulations.
The Gambling Commission should consult the
industry before determining the appropriate
level of testing. In particular,casino slots should be
tested and approved prior to installation (as they are
elsewhere in the world.) 

Inspection, impounding, fines and prosecution

23.77 As discussed in more detail in chapter 33,we consider
that the regulator should be given appropriate powers
to inspect and impound machines, to fine and to bring
prosecutions.There will be a distinction between
premises licensed for gambling and premises not so
licensed.So far as the former are concerned, the
regulator should have powers of entry, including access
to machines.As regards premises not licensed for
gambling, the regulator should be given powers both
to inspect legally sited machines and to act against
illegally sited machines.

Profit sharing

23.78 A number of respondents suggested to us that profit
sharing on machines should be permitted.They argued
that the original reasons for prohibiting this practice
have been removed by the 1968 Act.Before that Act,
there was evidence of strong-arm tactics being used to
enforce “sharing” arrangements.Under our
recommendations,all those involved in the supply,
maintenance and operation of machines will be
licensed,and the scope for mischief in profit sharing
will be limited.We are minded to agree that the
contractual arrangements between the manufacturer,
supplier and operator should be for them to
determine.We recommend that profit sharing
on machines should be permitted.
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